
	

Excerpts	!!
When I sat down to read your book, I was so impressed by the research of linguistics and travel. And I 
love [HERO]’s strengths and limitations and [HEROINE]’s introspect. Also, I like how thoughtful and 
beautiful your descriptions are, especially the setting. Here’s one of my favorite lines of description:	!

[QUOTED TEXT]	!
I believe you can play up many strengths like these while making revisions to the story. I’ve outlined 
some suggestions that I hope will sound like your own and improve a draft that’s going in the right 
direction.	!
The Characters	!
[HEROINE]	
I love [HEROINE]’s predicament of honoring a promise to stay while yearning to leave. In the beginning, 
it’s great to see her attempting to handle the whipped cream during her “fake job” until she can get out her 
notepad and start her “real job.” There’s a nice push and pull of [HEROINE] trying to reconcile these two 
aspects of her life for six months. In the first chapter, we get a lot of info about [HERO], but readers may 
also want more info about the [HEROINE], since the scene is in her POV. This will help introduce her life 
better to readers and make it easier to follow her actions of observing the auction, note-taking, etc. and 
why she’s doing those things.	!
To do this, she can simply tell it like it is: As she’s shaking the canister, “She had a blog to run. This 
wasn’t even her normal job. But now she had six months left of battling desserts while her sister studied 
in Paris.” Something like that to start to make the setup clear. Then on p. 3, “[QUOTE]” This is more of a 
secondary connection. More importantly, the characters are a shade away from being family, whenever 
[HERO’S BROTHER] and [HEROINE’S SISTER] tie the knot. This piece of information should likely 
be emphasized. Then beyond those points, [HERO] also comes into the bakery sometimes…looking 
delicious. *smile*	!
Personality: [HEROINE] is independent, well traveled, but still has a touch of innocence. And she’s 
beautiful in her simplicity (just a tank top does it for [HERO]). I really love these things about her! These 
ideas may need to bleed more into her personality. For instance, on p. 4 she crisply refuses help from 
[HERO]. But it may not be clear to readers why she reacts this way. This could be adjusted to 
[HEROINE] trying to show some self-sufficiency—she’s determined and used to figuring things out on 
her own? If she can navigate the labyrinth streets of Venice, she can handle whipped cream…? But she 
soon learns that she’s out of her element. What other personality traits might she have? When they travel 
together, is she always poking her nose into something interesting rather than conforming to the gentle 
indulgence of tourism? Some things to play with if you want to develop her character a bit more.	!!!
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[HERO]	
Much about [HERO] feels well developed: walking the narrow path for his family, competitive nature to 
keep up with his brothers, wanting to prove himself/contribute, not getting too attached to women to 
avoid the caretaker dynamic. [HERO] loathing his own limitations. He’s a complex alpha male.	!
Some things readers might want to see more of in his POV scenes are thoughts about [HEROINE] on a 
deeper level, beyond his attraction. Why is she different than the others? Does she unexpectedly make 
him laugh? They have a meeting of minds about global facts. She doesn’t play games like previous 
partners and he likes how honest and open she is? Maybe on some level he worries that she’s so self-
sufficient that she’ll never need him in a serious way? And then, perhaps more mention of his surgery and 
keeping that urgency going in the story. Maybe he has his own personal countdown from when his doctor 
notified him? 50 days…42 days…38 days… It nags him and he pushes it aside.	!
Character arc: On p. 91, [HERO] says he can’t make promises to women that he’ll stick around, so they 
leave him. And this seems to tie in later to keeping women at a distance because he doesn’t want them to 
become caretakers. It’s possible for this idea to be pushed further—connecting when he pushes 
[HEROINE] away at the end. It’s really about not wanting to burden a partner with his health issues, and 
him not feeling worthy in a way? He falls in love with the one person who travels a lot—living a lifestyle 
he can never provide or keep up with. It’s possible to adjust the conversation on pp. 210-211 to reflect 
this. His feelings for her haven’t changed, but he worries he can’t give her a life she wants. I think you 
were headed in this direction.	!
The Plot	!
The plot has really come together! There are many solid, poignant, clever things happening in this story.	!
pp. 47-48: I know you’re still figuring out some of this information about [HEROINE]. When you do, 
perhaps move it to their first date? It feels a little out of place here, lagging the scene and getting fairly 
personal upfront without enough reasoning. If you relocate, the conversation will flow from [HERO]’s 
linguistics studies to asking her out on a date, which may work better for the characters. Neither of them 
thinks it’s a good idea to get involved, then agree to dinner, which may confuse readers. But since 
[HERO] can’t stop thinking about her, what if he “tricks” [HEROINE] into the date? He observes her 
interest in word origins, they’re really connecting, and he offers to take her out and show her more of 
those loanwords.	!
p. 125: I love this scene! As you mentioned, there will be more instances of [HEROINE] experimenting 
with salty desserts. If you’re looking for places to expand this thread, an idea could be—experimenting as 
a way of coping with her book publishing deal stress. Her mind nags her about how to improve the 
manuscript, and when she comes up empty, she finds herself making a batch of salty desserts. Basically, 
one action (baking salty desserts) is really a reaction (avoiding manuscript) so the character keeps a 
logical flow. 	!
pp. 133-134: I absolutely love this moment, from the descriptions to the quiet exploration of it. This 
might be a good opportunity to insert thoughts about [HEROINE]’s father, as things with [HERO] get 
more serious. Maybe she’s wondering, if he had the chance to travel more, would he have? Did he regret 
settling? If only she could ask him what the answer was, etc. This will expand her character background a 
bit more and continue showing how she’s more like her father than her mother. Perhaps toward the end of 
the book, she understands his choice. That choosing someone is an adventure, that she, [SISTER] and 
their mother was his adventure?	!!!
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The Romance	!
The best part! These two have so much potential.	!
pp. 121-122: The call from [HEROINE] may confuse readers a little because there’s a bit of a disconnect 
from The Morning After and this playful phone call about dinner. There may need to be some info before 
the call about what [HERO] and [HEROINE] decided. (Or it’s possible I missed this.) Was the fling a 
one-time thing or are they giving it a shot for a few months? [HERO] can catch readers up. When he 
dropped her off, did their dynamic remain playful? Like a loving slap on the rear as she went inside the 
bakery, or a kiss that said this wouldn’t be the last time, etc. Or you could remove the phone call 
completely and show their new dynamic next time they’re together.	!
p. 172: Around here might be a good time to remind readers again of the romantic conflict. “[QUOTED 
TEXT]” [HERO] and [HEROINE] have a hard time because even if they both agree they love each other, 
their lifestyle choices are at odds. He can’t ask [HEROINE] to give up who she is, a traveler. And she 
can’t ask him to risk his health and follow her. This seems to be the crutch of their problems, and that can 
be made clearer.	!
Intimacy	
As we know, sex scenes are still action scenes that forward the plot.  From a big-picture view:	!

• The first sex scene is about released tension, discovery, and the first steps toward trust. 	
• The second is further exploration, and readers may like to see more intimacy and a deeper 

connection of [HEROINE] and [HERO] knowing each other.	
• The third is fun and playful, showing how comfortable the characters are with each other, and even 

pushes [HEROINE] to take some risks?	!
The Ending	!
After the argument, it may not look well for [HEROINE] to cut him off while he’s in the hospital. There 
are some possibilities to straighten out the ending and tighten the pacing as it races toward the resolution. 
This is a big-picture view of how it might flow better by organizing these scenes:	!
1. Perhaps shortly after he’s admitted to the hospital and they argue, he’s brought into surgery? They 

don’t get a chance to talk again until afterward. This will tighten the pacing and not give [HEROINE] 
a chance to make a bad decision.	!

2. During his surgery, things get patched up between [HEROINE] and [SISTER]. Maybe the bakery 
regulars close in with support, allowing [HEROINE] to appreciate the town she’s been wanting to 
leave with new eyes.	!

3. Then maybe [HEROINE] hears from [TRAVEL FRIENDS] that they want her to meet them in 
Ireland. But [HEROINE] is prepared to stay with [HERO] and close the door on that part of her life. 
This is like a last test for herself.	!!
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